This material contains information and exercises
related to clickbait articles that are published online,
how online journalism generates revenue, and the
turmoil the news media is going through, a change
that has been inflicted by digitalization, mobile units
and social media.

The aim is to strengthen critical media literacy
by analysing news articles and by creating own
content. The material is intended for media
education of adolescents aged 13 or older. The
suggested exercises in this material can be done as
a single class or lesson.

The material is produced by The National Audiovisual Institute,
Ampu 4H, Curly, the national Lukuinto programme, The Finnish
Society on Media Education, and The Finnish Parents’ League.
The material has been commented by Juha Herkman and Janne
Matikainen from University of Helsinki.
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What’s a clickbait article?

Clickbait articles are news published online, with headlines designed to attract attention and to
lure the readers into clicking the news link. The content of the article does not always meet the
expectations. Since it resembles baiting a trap, the phenomenon is called click baiting. The closest
equivalent in printed newspapers would be the placards of tabloid newspapers, a poster advertising
the latest issue of the paper.
In traditional news journalism the headline is expected to make the reader curious, but also to briefly describe the content of the article. In accordance with good journalistic practices, the headline
should not mislead the reader.
In printed newspapers and in their online facsimile editions, the headline is right above the body
text. This way the reader can decide whether the article seems interesting based on the subheading, a picture, or the first few rows of the article. In the online newspapers the news are ”hidden”
behind a link, and in these cases the reader has to make a decision based on the headline alone.
Therefore headlines play a bigger role in luring readers online.
Clickbait news can cause irritation if the reader feels cheated. The headline may have been sensational or misleading on purpose, and the news value of the story low or questionable. On the other
hand, clickbait news can increase interest towards news articles in general, and readers can also
find them entertaining and relaxing to read.

Do you suffer from
insomnia? Don’t make
these mistakes!

Which would

Bodybuilder reveals
secret behind amazing
transformation!

you click?

Coffee and energy drinks
can cause insomnia
Big, strong muscles
require a lot of work
and reps
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Why clickbaits?
The papers want to increase the number of readers, and clickbait news attract attention. Counting
clicks is also a form of surveillance, and provides data regarding how many people a webpage or a
specific article reaches.
Online newspapers can lure advertisers based on how their articles manage to
get clicks and page loads. For some online sites and news sources advertising
is the most important or the only source of income, which means that getting
clicks is crucial.
To get as many clicks as possible, reporters may write about one subject in multiple shorter articles rather than one long article. Getting stories published fast
and before others can also help getting more clicks.

Internet revolutionized news media
Clickbait news is the result
of the big turmoil news
media has gone through
in recent years. Especially
the digitalization of contents, the Internet, and
social media has enabled
this change to take place.
Radio, television and printed newspapers used to be
our news sources. Newspaper companies primarily received revenues from
subscription fees (consumers) and advertising
fees (companies).
Newspapers still generate
revenue in this traditional
way, but along with the
Internet and mobile units
more and more people are
reading news for free online.
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Media and newspaper companies have started applying old techniques in new ways in order to generate revenue from online versions of papers. For example, many daily newspapers have decided to
make their online content subject to a subscription fee—this is called a paywall. However, the ways
people read and share news change rapidly, and readers get used to free content. Not everyone is
necessarily willing to pay for news articles that used to be free of charge. Media and newspaper
companies still need to solve this puzzle.
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Social media networks as news sources
The Internet is an environment that enables us to influence and to adapt new roles. We can also
produce information of our own even more than before.
Clickbait news spread especially through social media. When we share news
or links on various online communities we adapt the roles of recommenders and suppliers of news. The readers decide what types of stories receive
publicity and clicks.
Since we tend to network with people with similar views and thoughts, social media can become an environment in which only similar thoughts and
opinions receive visibility. Therefore it can sometimes be difficult to perceive
different phenomena or current affairs from different perspectives.
In addition to social networks, search engines that monitor and interpret online behaviour will affect
what type of contents users end up seeing. It is therefore important to follow and to examine different sources of information if we wish to get a broad and all-round understanding of news events.
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Ideas for exercises
Did you take the clickbait? The ideas for exercises in this material are divided into three categories: Discuss, Examine and Produce. You can
pick just one or carry out all three categories.
There are exercises that can be done in pairs, in
groups or individually. Reserve enough time for
explaining the tasks and for discussions.

In order to carry out the
exercises you will need:
• Internet access and
terminals (computers,
tablets, etc.)
• newspapers or online
facsimile editions of
newspapers

Send feedback!
Was the
headline exaggerated,
was the content
disappointing? Or was a
specific news story eminently
well made or amusing? You
can send feedback to the
newsroom regarding both
good and bad news
stories.

Read more (in Finnish):
”Kolumni: Puhutaanpa hieman
klikkausjournalismista”, Rumba Dec 11,
2014
www.rumba.fi/premium/kolumnipuhutaanpa-hieman-klikkausjournalismista/
”Suomen Lehdistö: Kaikille Suomen
päivälehdille tulossa maksumuuri”,
Helsingin Sanomat Feb 3, 2015
www.hs.fi/kotimaa/a1422936026421
”Tyhmimmät jutut leviävät parhaiten”,
Lapin Kansa Feb 12, 2015
www.lapinkansa.fi/Mielipide/1194960108789/artikkeli/eero_
leppanen_tyhmimmat_jutut_leviavat_
parhaiten.html
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Discuss

Ponder these questions together with a partner or in groups:
1. What types of news stories have you shared or clicked recently?
2. What types of news pop up on the pages or profiles you visit? Why?
3. What do you think the news you share online tell about you?
4. Do varying opinions on current affairs receive visibility on your
online communities?
5. How would you describe the discussions taking place on social
networking websites you use?
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Explore

1. Several media sources often report on the same news event. Find as
many articles as possible about the same current topic and pay special
attention to the headlines. Can you observe any differences? Write
them down and discuss together with a partner or in a group.
2. A printed newspaper and its online site are two different products.
Compare the domestic news of a newspaper and its online version.
How do they differ from one another?
3. In accordance with good journalistic practices there should be a
connection between the headline and the content. Pick ten news
stories from 1) printed newspapers or magazines and 2) online news
pages. Ponder:
• Can you find differences between headlines in printed papers and on
websites? What kind of differences?
• Did you think any headlines were particularly well formulated or
badly formulated?
• Did you find any articles online you would classify as clickbait news?
• If so, what were the articles about, what were they not about?
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Produce

1. Choose an article from a newspaper or a magazine you think is well
written and re-write the headline to make it more sensational and
conspicuous, like it’s a clickbait. Go through the headlines you have
written and discuss them.
2. In groups, write as many truthful headlines as possible. Organize a
poll and choose the most appealing headline. Justify your decision.
3. Write your own clickbait article. A good clickbait headline lures
the reader and can also be funny or thought-provoking. You can
publish the articles for example on your school’s or group’s blog.
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